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Abstract—Multiwavelength optical messages encoded in a
bit-parallel fashion are successfully routed through five switching
nodes of a 12-port optical packet switching interconnection network. The data payloads are entirely recovered and processed
at the destination node using an embedded clock signal with a
measured clock-to-data skew tolerance window of 150 ps.
Index Terms—Bit-parallel, interconnection networks (multiprocessor), optical packet switching (OPS), synchronization,
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM).

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N large-scale high-performance computing systems with
physically separated processing and memory elements,
one of the most critical challenges is achieving low-latency
data exchange among potentially thousands of interconnected
elements [1]. The insertion of an optical interconnection network provides ultrahigh capacity communications as well as
the opportunity to reduce the overall latency by utilizing the
wavelength domain for bit-parallel message transmission. Data
traffic in these interconnection networks often consists of short
and bursty message exchanges and one of the key challenges
is resynchronization and recovery of the data at the destination
node without the use of conventional phase-lock loop designs.
In synchronous networks, this is achieved by distributing a
global clock to every destination node that provides a timing
reference for the incoming data [2]. In asynchronous networks,
each destination node either has its own local clock reference
[3] or incoming data are resynchronized through optical means
[4], [5].
In this work, a clock synchronous to the data payload is embedded in the exchanged message and used as the timing reference at the destination node. The embedded clock alleviates the
complexity of low-skew clock distribution through large-scale
synchronous interconnection networks and simplifies the message recovery circuitry compared to asynchronous networks.
This approach is demonstrated by recovering wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) bit-parallel messages routed through
five switching nodes of an optical packet switching (OPS) interconnection network. Designed to directly interface with two
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Fig. 1. Message processor connected to an OPS network. Solid lines are
optical fibers and dashed lines are electrical signals.

optical network ports, a field programmable gate array (FPGA)based message processor generates and maps data bytes onto sequences of multiwavelength bit-parallel messages and then detects errors on recovered incoming messages. The signal conversion interface between the message processor and the OPS
network is transparent, fully exploiting the available transmission bandwidth while delivering low processing latencies in a
scalable WDM bit-parallel message format.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor FPGA-based
(XC2V1000) message processor [6] generates and recovers bitparallel messages emulating data exchange between microprocessor and shared memory elements interconnected through an
OPS network, as shown in Fig. 1.
Each bit of the bytes generated is encoded in a parallel
form (BP[0:3] in Fig. 1) on four WDM channels across the
ITU -band to form four-wavelength bit-parallel messages
in nonreturn-to-zero format. Messages of 400-ps duration are
generated and captured by serializing and deserializing 8 bits of
parallel data of 3.2-ns duration at the boundaries of the message
processor. A fifth channel is similarly generated to obtain a
1.25-GHz embedded clock signal synchronous to the bit-parallel messages and encoded on a separate WDM channel. Lower
bit-rate header and frame signals are additionally generated for
proper routing through the OPS interconnection network.
The implemented bit-parallel message processor is a
stand-alone design requiring a continuous 1.25-GHz differential clock signal and power supplies (Fig. 2). The clock from
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Fig. 2. WDM bit-parallel message processor related components.

Fig. 4. Received optical bit-parallel messages at the destination node. Top to
bottom: the frame signal (F), the embedded clock (CLK), and the 32 bit-parallel
messages (BP[0:3]). The 32 messages are indicated.

Fig. 5. Optical spectrum of the injected packet at the source (left) and at
destination after propagation through five internal switching nodes (right).
BP[0]:1543.73 nm; BP[1]:1547.72 nm; BP[2]:1558.17 nm; BP[3]:1559.79 nm;
Clock:1553.33 nm; Frame:1555.75 nm. Nonlabeled wavelengths are the
routing header signals.

Fig. 3.

WDM bit-parallel messages packet structure.

an external instrument provides a low-jitter timing reference
to the message processor and serves as a reference for all
timing-critical signals. High bandwidth RF cables connect the
FPGA-based message processor to the electrical-to-optical
and optical-to-electrical (O/E) signal conversion boards. The
bit-parallel data payloads and the embedded clock are indirectly modulated using LiNbO optical modulators to ensure an
adequate extinction ratio required by the OPS interconnection
network. The header and frame control signals are encoded by
directly modulating cooled WDM distributed feedback lasers.
The channel’s power is set between 12 and 15 dBm to
avoid saturation of the SOA-based switching elements [7]. All
channels are multiplexed through optical passive couplers into
a single fiber before injection at the input port of the network.
In this demonstration, the interconnection network is a
12-port data vortex [7], a time-slotted self-routing deflection
architecture that enables transparent transmission of bit-parallel
messages. The data vortex switched interconnection network
requires a message slot time of 25.6 ns framed by 2 ns of
guard times for routing transients associated with the SOA
rise and fall times (Fig. 3). An additional 3.2 ns of dead time
between packets is used to distinguish adjacent slots. A time
window of 18.4 ns is allocated to the embedded clock due to
additional clock transitions required for proper serialization and
deserialization of the messages. The valid data portion of the

packet structure is then 12.8 ns corresponding to 32 400-ps-long
bit-parallel messages, as shown in Fig. 3.
The relative timing of the leading and the trailing edges of
the bit-parallel data payloads, the embedded clock, and the
frame/header signals are controlled to within 10-ps resolution
over a 10-ns range through high-speed variable delay gates
controlled by the FPGA. Communication with the message
processor via a USB port interface enables a user computer
to program values for the tunable delay gates. This timing
controllability compensates for relative propagation delay
differences in the optical and electrical components, meeting
the strict timing constraints of the packet structure protocol.
III. LOW LATENCY BIT-PARALLEL MESSAGE EXCHANGE
AND DATA RECOVERY
Packets containing a sequence of 32 randomized bit-parallel
messages are routed in the data vortex OPS interconnection network (Fig. 4). Based on the encoded header address, the messages propagate through five internal switching nodes, the mean
number of nodes required for a packet to reach its destination in
this network [7].
The optical spectrum of the packet at the input and output
ports of the interconnection network is shown in Fig. 5. The
channels’ power levels are maintained via amplification by the
network’s SOA-based switching elements which compensate
for all passive splitting losses but also contribute to the accumulation of amplified spontaneous emission noise (Fig. 5). At the
output port, the bit-parallel data channels, the embedded clock,
and the frame signal are demultiplexed using optical bandpass
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timate network scalability. For a system with GVD dominated
skew, for example, this sampling window corresponds to over
500 m of interconnected fiber. A very large scale OPS interconnection network such as a 10 k 10 k data vortex would incorporate approximately 200 m of interconnected fiber [7].

IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 6. Clock-to-data skew induced to the bit-parallel messages by the OPS
interconnection network.

filters and converted back to electrical signals through 2-GHz
p-i-n TIA receiver modules.
After the O/E signal conversion, all signals are passed through
delay gates that deskew the channels individually to compensate
for relative timing differences between receiver modules and ensure timing accuracy. The 400-ps data payloads are deserialized
using the delayed embedded clock as the timing reference and
the frame signal as the enabling signal. The deserializer also
sends a parallel clock to the FPGA to sample the 3.2-ns parallel
word. Via a user software interface with the FPGA, the incoming
32 messages are displayed and compared with the transmitted
ones. The message processor thus functions as a bit-error detector. Twenty packets each with 32 randomly generated bit-parallel messages were routed and captured error free.
The data is recovered and deserialized using the embedded
clock in 8.7 ns. This processing time is mainly due to the
pipeline nature of the deserializer and remains constant as
the network scales, thus becoming negligible compared to the
communication latency of larger-scale OPS interconnection
networks [1].
The clock-to-data skew, defined as the relative timing of the
bit-parallel data payload to the embedded clock, must remain
within the setup and hold time requirements of the deserializer
(Fig. 6). One main contributor to clock-to-data skew is group
velocity dispersion (GVD) [8], [9]. The maximum tolerable
clock-to-data skew, therefore, limits the wavelength band available for use in the WDM bit-parallel messages packet structure
as well as the scalability of OPS networks in terms of fiber
length. Hence, a sampling window was defined as the tolerated
clock-to-data skew at which the data is sampled and recovered
by the message processor error-free. To measure this sampling
window, a timing shift is artificially generated between the four
bit-parallel data payloads and the embedded clock.
A valid sampling window of 150 ps is measured for the tolerated clock-to-data skew which is used as a metric for the ul-

WDM bit-parallel messages emulating processor/memory
data exchange were routed through five switching nodes of a
12-port OPS interconnection network. The message processor
specifically designed to directly interface with the optical network transmits a sequence of 32 messages each consisting of
four bit-parallel data channels. The messages are entirely recovered and processed at the destination node using an embedded
clock signal with a measured clock-to-data skew tolerance
window of 150 ps. The demonstrated low processing latency
bit-parallel message exchange suggests that this approach can
be used to reduce processor/memory access times in large scale
computing systems by exploiting the high degree of parallelism
afforded by WDM.
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